Red Sea Sharks

(from Marsa Ghalib)

Open itinerary
Emperor recommend that you have 30 logged dives to join this trip. Most dives will
involve going to depth and drift diving in unpredictable and occasionally strong currents,
therefore this itinerary is not for inexperienced divers. If you are an Open Water Diver,
many dives on this itinerary are below 18m therefore we recommend taking your PADI
Advanced Open Water course or Deep Diver training on board to maximise your
enjoyment from the trip. Divers may find some dives challenging and may be asked by
the Cruise Director to skip dives that are not suitable for their diving experience. All
diving is made from zodiacs to give precise entry and exit points. No night dives are
allowed in the Marine Parks.
Please note: Due to weather and diving conditions, it's not always possible to visit each
dive site. Your Cruise Director and Captain will decide the best ones to visit at the time
of diving.

Looking for some shark action? We know the best time to have the best chance to see
those sharks in action! Explore the majestic Red Sea during the warm summer months
of May to August with our much anticipated Red Sea Sharks itinerary offering flexibility
and focus for 'action' dives. These months are best-known for the variety of sharks
visiting some of the remote offshore reefs. But be prepared to change diving plans at the
last minute because we go where the action is.
Our guides select the best possible action sites to visit based on their immense local
knowledge and on insider-data on recent activity including a variety of Red Sea sharks,
dolphins and anything else that chooses to join the party.
Some of the sites we might visit are St John's, Rocky, Daedalus and Elphinstone.
However, please remember that the focus of this trip is not about where we go but about
what we want to see...sharks! To that end, if we've had better shark sightings at, say,
The Brother's Islands, then we'll head off there to catch the action! As always reefs we
can visit may be restricted by weather conditions.
As you may be visiting some of the remote offshore Red Sea reef systems many of these
may have deep drop offs and be exposed to strong currents so be prepared to spend
some time waiting 'in the blue' or in the shallows looking for those unmistakable shapes
and shadows.
There are no guarantees in life but one thing is for sure, this itinerary will give you the
best chance of close encounters of the 'sharky' kind.
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Prices are per person
Included: Shared cabin, 7 nights on board (last night either on board or in a hotel). 6
days diving (see route for number of dives), local transfers, guide, 12 litre tanks,
weights, full board & soft drinks, red wine with dinner, environmental tax, Marine Park
fees and port departure fees. Free Nitrox on all boats, subject to availability.
Not included: Flight/visa, diving equipment, tanks other than 12 litres and alcohol.
Check in usually starts after 18:00 on arrival day until late. Check out is at 10:00 on
the last day.
Please note: Diverse Travel require that you have a minimum of 30 logged dives to
dive the four offshore Marine Parks of The Brothers, Zarbagad, Deadalus and Rocky
and you are expected to be able to complete each dive with your buddy or following
the guide. The guides may not enter the water and remain onboard as surface support
for some dives. No night dives are allowed in the Marine Parks. Click here for more info
on recommended standards for each trip.
Liveaboard Dive Courses: SAVE when you pre-book and pay in advance for courses
and extras onboard any of our Red Sea liveaboards.

